Soft x-ray resonant Kerr rotation measurement and simulation of element-resolved and interface-sensitive magnetization reversals in a NiFe/ FeMn/ Co trilayer structure
The exchange bias effect observed in a variety of coupled ferromagnetic/antiferromagnetic ͑F/AF͒ systems has attracted much attention because of its fundamental interest [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] and technological applications to magnetic memory and sensor devices. 10 Its underlying physics has been debated for the past five decades. 9, 11 According to the model suggested by Meiklejohn and Bean, 1 interfacial uncompensated ͑UC͒ AF spins in a close proximity of an F layer introduce a new class of magnetic anisotropy, i.e., unidirectional anisotropy into the F layer. In order to comprehensively understand unsolved issues regarding the exchange bias as well as discrepancies between the experimental and theoretical values of exchange bias field ͑H eb ͒, [3] [4] [5] 9 it is thus necessary to investigate separated magnetization M reversals of individual F and interfacial UC AF spins. However, detailed knowledge of the interfacial UC region in an AF layer is still lacking due to difficulties in the separate measurements of the interfacial region and the element-resolved reversals of individual magnetic constituents in multicomponent multilayer films.
In this letter, we report experimental observations of the element-resolved and depth-sensitive M reversals and their coupling in an oppositely exchange-biased NiFe/ FeMn/ Co structure, by employing soft x-ray resonant Kerr rotation ͑ K ͒ measurements with varying incidence angle ͑͒ and photon energy ͑h͒. We have found that interfacial AF regions with its considerable thickness are ferromagnetic in character and coupled strongly to the individual NiFe and Co reversals, i.e., switchable. These UC regions are distinguishable from the interior of the nominal AF as well as F layers, and hence their effective thicknesses can be estimated by comparing experimental reversal loops and those obtained by elaborate model simulations. These findings can offer a key insight into the exact underlying physics of exchange bias behaviors being under debates so far. [3] [4] [5] 9 The magnetic thin films studied here have two different F NiFe and Co layers separated by an AF FeMn layer. The two F layers are oppositely exchange-biased by the AF layer. Both interfacial UC AF regions were oppositely locked in while cooling through a typical blocking temperature of FeMn. ͑20 nm͒ /Co͑3.5 nm͒ /Pd͑1.5 nm͒. Details of each layer growth, sample characterizations, and exchange bias setting will be reported elsewhere. 12 To investigate element-resolved and depth-sensitive M reversals from that sample structure, we utilize an element-specific and depth-sensitive probe using synchrotron soft x rays and interpret those data with the help of elaborate model calculations. 13, 14 The soft x-ray resonant magneto-optical K measurements were carried out by varying and h in the vicinity of the resonance regions of individual magnetic elements. Figure 1͑a͒ displays a geometry for the soft x-ray resonant K measurements using linearly s-polarized x rays at a chosen value of and a tunable multilayer linear polarizer that senses the rotation of the plane of linear polarizations accompanying magnetic circular birefringence. [15] [16] [17] Co-, Ni-, and Fe-resolved loops were obtained through sufficiently large contrasts in the K signals by tuning h as well as the linear polarizer to the corresponding resonance regions. Figure 1͑b͒ displays how a large contrast of K for Fe-specific loops can be obtained using the tunable linear polarizer. The Kerr intensity ͑I K ͒ from the sample having a saturation M oriented along either direction of the longitudinal magnetic fields ͑±H͒ were measured at = 9°and in a h range covering the Mn, Fe, Ni, and Co resonance edges, as shown in the inset of Fig. 1͑b͒ . The I K spectrum reveals the resonant features of the individual elements in reflections, offering each element selectivity. The intensities ͑R +/− ͒ from the sample through the linear polarizer under ±H result from a superimposition of the variation of I K and K for the sample together with a spectral reflectivity from the multilayer polarizer tuned around an Fe edge for strong reflections. The asymmetry ratio, defined as ͑R + − R − ͒ / ͑R + + R − ͒, shows several peaks at the h values noted by the vertical lines. This indicates that sufficiently large contrasts in K signals for opposite M reversals can be obtained by tuning h for the measurements of Fe-specific loops. 18 In addition to the element specificity, soft x-ray resonant Kerr effect has a much improved sensitivity to a specific depth region as well. This sensitivity also changes with h and . These novel properties can be utilized to resolve element-specific and depthvarying M reversals in multicomponent multilayer films. Details for these measurements 16, 17 and its related depth sensitivity 13, 14 have been reported elsewhere. Figure 1͑c͒ shows the resultant hysteresis loops of Co-, Ni-, and Fe-resolved M reversals, measured via their element enhanced contrasts of K at the chosen values of h as noted. From these results, we can identify individual M switching behaviors of not only two F NiFe and Co layers but also interfacial UC regions in the nominal AF layer, and their correlations as well. The Co and Ni reversal loops are shifted to H eb = −100 and +120 Oe, respectively, indicating that the two F layers are oppositely exchange-biased, as designed. It is strikingly interesting that positively or negatively or both side shifted loops of the Fe-resolved reversals are definitely observed depending on slightly different h in the vicinity of the Fe L 3 edge. The overall Fe Kerr signal in those Fe loops contributes from both the NiFe layer and the interfacial UC regions of the nominal AF layer. The negative and positive shifts of the Fe loops are exactly the same as H eb = −100 and +120 Oe for the interfacial Co and the NiFe exchange bias, respectively. 12, 13 It is evident from the negative side Fe loops that the interfacial UC Fe adjacent to the Co layer is F in character. Also, it is clear that this UC interfacial region is coupled strongly to the exchange-biased Co reversal, consequently switchable. As for the opposite side, the Fe loops originate from not only the F NiFe layer but also the interfacial UC region adjacent to the NiFe layer. 19 The two layers are also coupled at the FeMn/ NiFe interface. Such strong coupling between the interfacial UC AF and F layers were also found in NiO / Co, IrMn/ Co, and PtMn/ CoFe films. 9 Our next task is to determine the effective thicknesses of the switchable UC regions discriminated from the interior of the nominal AF layer. Both regions are denoted as UC1 and UC2 layers with their individual thicknesses, t UC1 and t UC2 , as shown in Fig. 2 . The relative M orientations of the indi- vidual UC1, UC2, Co, and NiFe layers are depicted for three different configurations ͑S 1 , S 2 , and S 3 ͒. In this model, the thicknesses of the Co and NiFe layers are kept to be the same as those of the real sample, but that of the AF FeMn layer is assumed to be reduced by the sum of t UC1 and t UC2 . Owing to an atomic-scale depth sensitivity of soft x-ray resonant Kerr effect varying remarkably with and h, 13, 14 the contrast and polarity of the observed Fe-resolved loops are contrasting depending on slightly different h. A set of these loops is used to estimate t UC1 and t UC2 by adjusting the fit parameters of t UC1 and t UC2 in the calculations of soft x-ray K signals for various spin configurations. Figure 3 shows contour plots of the calculated results of ⌬ K S 2 −S 1 and ⌬ K S 3 −S 2 variations with both h and t UC1 with keeping a constant value of t UC2 = 0.6 nm in ͑a͒, and with both h and t UC2 while keeping t UC1 = 1.3 nm in ͑b͒. ⌬ K S 2 −S 1 and ⌬ K S 3 −S 2 correspond to K contrasts for the simultaneous reversals of negatively exchange-biased Co and UC1 layers, and positively exchange-biased NiFe and UC2 layers, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2 . The magnitude and sense of ⌬ K for the two opposite exchange bias vary with both t UC1 and t UC2 as well as h. It is found that the t UC1 variation leads to significant changes in the contrast and polarity of the negatively shifted Fe loops according to h, while the variation of t UC2 primarily yields the change in those of the positively shifted Fe loops. Comparisons between experimentally observed and theoretically calculated ⌬ K for different h allow to determine both t UC1 and t UC2 . For instance, calculated Fe loops for the various values of t UC1 and t UC2 are shown in Fig. 4 , from which those best fit values are found to be t UC1 = 13± 2 Å and t UC2 =6±4 Å, although the relative sizes of the calculated results of the negative side Fe loops for different h disagree with experimental data. 18 It is worth noting that both t UC1 and t UC2 at buried interfaces are determined by the soft x-ray resonant K measurements together with their model calculations in the present work.
These found UC regions are magnetically distinct from the interior of the nominal AF layer and are thick enough to modify magnetic profiles in the trilayer sample, so that these regions can act as an additional buffer layer in exchange biasing. The magnetically distinct regions at AF/F interfaces can be formed due to the proximity effect in various hybrid systems. 20, 21 For instance, a photoemission electron microscopy study revealed a chemical change at a Co/ NiO interface. 8 Such proximity effect at F/AF interfaces and sufficiently large t UC has been ignored in the explanation of significantly reduced experimental values of H eb . Certainly, these regions can influence the size of H eb and H c , and hence must be explicitly considered in the development of theoretical models 22 of the exchange bias effect. To conclude, this work can offer a deeper insight into exchange bias behaviors. Furthermore, this probing technique is very useful in the investigations of element-resolved and depth-varying magnetization reversals multicomponent multilayer films. 
